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Live with the eyes of Love

The Garden of Light, Panama – Friday March 1, 2019 
Initiation Congress

God the Mother was present before the lecture while the congregation 

sang a song of devotion to Her.

To receive a rule means that you are in contact. To hear a rule means that 

we are receiving something. Then you have to understand the rule, feel it and 

make the decision to live with it. It is a whole path.

This rule is related to the initiation of the serpent of wisdom and the 

message that it gave the day before. (Approach Wisdom, February 28, 2019). The 

real wisdom is rooted in the Mother, it is a rather feminine quality. If we awaken 

wisdom, we find ourselves in love.

the 17th RuLe of God the MotheR
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Message froM god the Mother:

My 17th rule is: live with the eyes of love.

Be happy for others.

Learn to look at the living side, what generates gentleness, love, caring.

Be a benevolent and empathetic being.

Live in the lightness and fluidity of movement by watching beings move 

and by being yourself in the movement in a deep sensation of harmony, lucidity 

and calm.

Do not let yourself be fooled by a world that wants to imprison you and 

drive you to being dissatisfied, frustrated, stuck, broody, no longer in the light 

movement of life.

Do not let yourself be caught and closed in by the energies of meanness, 

sadness, anger, dissatisfaction, fear. It is a real poison that freezes life, makes it 

hard, heavy, without movement, without freedom, being subjected to emotions, 

moods without being able to get out of them.

Be an awakened one and do not be a puppet that comes to life when an 

outer event happens to you to awaken in you the memory of discontentment, of 

a world that closes you in and makes you lose your lightness and your happiness.

Know that for Me, the beings imprisoned in the dark worlds are above 

all unhappy and even if they become mean, they are not really condemnable.

You have to develop the loving look, the vision of tenderness, compassion, 

understanding.

Be compassionate, because this look leads to the true knowledge that 

enables liberating beings from their prisons and from their worlds that devour 

them and steal their life to lead it towards nothing.
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Understand very well that life is short, it is precious, you have to be 

economical in order to guide your experiences into rejuvenation and the wealth 

of wisdom.

Every new day is a new opportunity and chance to liberate worlds and 

learn the art of flight and ultimate achievements.

You could simply have cleaned your house and feel like you did exactly 

what it takes to make your day rich and great, complete, fulfilled.

If you know how to clean your house, then you clean all the worlds.

To look with love is to bring all the energies at work towards liberation, 

accomplishment, fulfillment.

Understand very well that time is precious for everyone and you must not 

lose it or waste it by misusing it or by letting worlds with malicious intent steal 

it from you.

Do not let your life slip away, do not be passive and above all, do not let 

your life become a poison that gnaws at you.

In reality, you are a child who is growing up, you are learning, on the way. 

Do not forget this path and this truth that you are in a school.  So, everything 

that presents itself to you must be solved and led towards a transformation, 

mastery, liberation, completion.

You must not stop on the path of awakening, let yourself get stuck, 

closed into a stage that would not allow you to know plenitude.

Awaken yourself every day, grow and never hold on to your certainties.

Invite into you the impetus towards perfection, the aspiration to do 

better and the idea of attaining liberation, to take everything to an ultimate 

fulfilment.

Do not think of prison as a place built by men in one very specific place 

because there are many beings who appear free and who carry their prison with 

them everywhere they go. What will free you from this prison is to taste sacred 
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moments of plenitude, perfection, ecstasy that generate well-being and true 

liberation.

Above all, do not wait for outer events to make your life easier for you, 

but in all circumstances, do what you need to do and that seems right to you.

By taking control of your life, by putting things in order and by acting in 

what you know to be right to liberate beings and worlds you will find freedom 

yourself and you will be able to taste it, live it.

Freedom is a precious gift from God the Father. To receive it flawlessly, 

you have to live in love and not lead any being into the darkness of slavery and 

sadness.

Do not remain enclosed in a world that hurts you while waiting for a 

higher intelligence to come rescue you or for there to be a time when this 

nightmare will end. No, make the decision yourself to get out of this world by 

developing the look of love and by fluidly setting yourself in motion towards 

fulfilment.

Look at beauty, speak and act while putting beauty in motion.

Find the loving vision of life, heal your wounds and walk towards what is 

great and noble.

Men will hear my words and proclaim: "You, Mother, are God, you live in 

another world and we are confronted with this world that hurts us, captures us, 

encloses us in sadness and feeds itself on our protests.” Of course I know that, 

because I Myself find the same difficulty as you. I see and I live what men do 

with the beauty of life that they have received as an inheritance.

I have to say to you that in spite of everything men do to Me, I have 

developed a body of wisdom and an inner strength that allow Me not to let 

Myself be influenced and not to go into the dark world of despair where some 

influences would like to take Me. I resist the temptation to be part of their 

stories, their fantasies and their worlds. They experience pleasure in sullying 

beauty and degrading the precious of life and I, I am waiting for them to awaken, 
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to become aware of what is valuable and get busy working to guide everything 

into the wisdom and liberation of the world through the loving, compassionate, 

merciful look. If I do it, if I carry out this work, you can, you also, carry it out with 

Me and in this way remain in my heart of Mother.

Choose this path to come back to Me, to go to my school and cultivate 

the power of love. I am not talking about a vague feeling, but to be resting on 

the real, to awaken ageless wisdom and open the eye and the look of love. 

This eye is alive and has the power to free from evil and bring worlds towards 

liberation. This eye will make you see the world differently; it will show you the 

way and give you the strength to get out of your mental, sentimental prisons, 

your bewitching weaknesses, your limitations to make you taste something 

else, to start moving from the inside, from your right intuition and lead you to 

happiness, fulfilment.

Look at yourselves with the eyes of love. Be resting on the real, awaken 

yourselves in wisdom and share the look of love that liberates everything and 

goes forwards. 

If your eyes are not loving, then, indeed, you will be closed in, 

imprisoned, it is inevitable. Your path will be full of problems and you will know 

the imprisonment of sadness.

To live with inner blockages, frustrations, tensions, misunderstandings, 

by being false, unconscious, manipulated does not allow you to find the path 

of liberation that passes through loving eyes.

My dear Essenes, I pray that love will be the strength that, in your eyes, 

opens for you the path of perfect realization and ultimate fulfillment that open 

the doors to the liberation of the worlds. The world of true freedom is that of 

the Father.

 

Lecture 2019-03-01-01 Live with the Eyes of Love.
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The Essene is a being who considers that he is on earth to train 

himself, to model and ennoble his being and rise towards higher worlds 

of Light and wisdom.

The Essene Theological Academy was created following the 

need of the international Essene community to receive an education, 

a training on the principles of Essenism: the art of speech, meditation, 

breathing, nutrition, mastery of the thoughts and of the moods, the art 

of movement . . . It is an overall training of man - body, soul and spirit - 

that does not give a certificate, but that offers the keys to the mastery of 

the material world and to the awakening of consciousness.

Transmitted by Olivier Manitara, the manuscripts are available to 

all beings who wish to develop their full potential as human beings.

For the worship of the Light, the brotherhood of priests of the 

fourth step writes the courses, for they are the guardians of this sacred 

teaching. In addition to the written courses, they offer training sessions, 

where oral transmission allows a deeper and better integration of the 

Teaching. These trainings and courses are offered to the beings who 

have committed to the worship of the Light to be parents of God. They 

are an essential base for the practice of the Worship.

“No maN is great, 

for oNly god is great.

No religioN is higher thaN god, 

for the oNe religioN is the spouse of god.”


